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Abstract 
The convergence properties of a full discrete approximations to the convection-diffusion equation is the subject of this 
paper. The full discrete scheme considered is of Lagrangian type: Euler Implicit on time and centered finite difference on 
space, and is defined using nonrectangular grids. We analyse this scheme under smoothness conditions on nonrectangular 
space-time grid. The main result establish the convergence of the approximations and we prove that the assumptions on 
the discrete spatial nodes movement are achieved if we consider the equidistribution principle. 
Keywords: Full discrete approximation; Nonrectangular grids; Moving grid methods; Convergence 
AMS classification: 65 M50; 65 M15; 65 Ml9 
1. Introduction 
Many evolutionary problems involving linear or nonlinear partial differential equations have so- 
lutions with sharp transitions and arise in many applications from engineering science. Adaptive or 
moving grid methods resolve these sharp transitions with acceptable degrees of accuracy and they 
avoid the use of excessive number of grid points. Such methods use nonuniform spatial grids and, 
as the time proceeds, automatically concentrate the grid in spatial regions of high activity. 
Essentially the moving grid methods are based on two different approaches. The first one consider 
the ordinary differential system (ODE’s) which arise from the spatial discretization of the spatial 
derivatives of the Lagrangian form of the partial differential equation. The unknowns of this ODE’s 
are the semi-discrete approximation and the nodes velocities. Considering, for instance, the equidis- 
tribution principle, another ODE’s can be deduced for the temporal derivatives of the trajectories 
of the spatial nodes. These two ODE’s systems are solved simultaneously and a numerical appro- 
ximation to the solution and to the nodes positions is obtained. This approach was followed in 
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[2, 9, 12, 131. In the second approach a finite difference scheme defined on a nonrectangular temporal- 
spatial grid is considered. This scheme is obtained from the discretization of the partial differential 
equation in its Lagrangian form and the spatial nodes moves only at discrete time levels. The class of 
method established following this approach are powerful and can be found for instance in [2, 3, 9, 11, 
141. In this class of methods deserves our attention the subgroup composed by the methods presented 
in [2, 3, 141. 
The numerical tests presented in the mentioned papers show the accuracy and efficiency of the 
adaptive grid methods but the procedures used are mainly based on empirical considerations and so 
the convergence of the numerical methods defined on this kind of grids is not justified. The rigorous 
treatment of these methods appear to us intrinsically difficult because, as we know, the theoretical 
treatment of finite difference discretizations on fixed nonuniform grids contains already a number of 
subtle points. 
Our first attempt to justify some adaptive grid methods was considered in [6, 81. In [6] a general 
regridding criteria was introduced and, under this criteria, was considered a theoretical convergence 
study of the semi-discrete approximation to the solution of a linear evolution parabolic problem 
and the supraconvergence phenomenon was proved. Moreover, in this paper was concluded that 
the continuous nodes spatial movement considered can be viewed as an equidistribution principle 
provided that the monitor function is smooth enough. In [7] the extension to nonlinear evolution 
parabolic problems of the results of [6] was considered and the supraconvergence of the spatial 
discretization was concluded. 
In the present paper, our aim is to prove the convergence of the full discrete approximations to 
the solution of the following convection-diffusion equation 
i 
g 6, t) = $(u2(x)~(x, t>> + a*(x&x, t> +ao(xh(x, t), x E (0, 1 ), t E (0, Tl, 
u(0, t) = 240(t), u( 1, t) = u’(t), t E [O, T], 
440) = f(x), x E P, 11, 
(1) 
and which is obtained considering an adaptive grid method following the described second approach. 
We assume that the coefficient function a2 is such that 
(2) 
where ai, al are positive constants. 
In (1) ai, i = 0, 1, f, u” and u1 are functions assumed to be smooth enough and such that u’(0) = 
u’(O) = f(O), 
This paper is divided in five sections. In Section 2, we present the Euler Implicit Method of the 
Lagrangian type [14], which was deduced using MOL approach [15]: centered spatial discretiza- 
tion and temporal integration with Implicit Euler method on nonrectangular grid. As remarked in 
[ 1 l] we observe that the main problem in the convergence analysis of a full discrete scheme on 
nonrectangular grids is to prove the stability. We will prove, in Theorem 1, a stability inequality 
which enable us to conclude, in Theorem 2, that the numerical solution is convergent. In Section 4, 
assuming that the equidistribution principle is used on the computation of the spatial grid we study, 
the relationship between the smoothness conditions imposed on the spatial-temporal grids and the 
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smoothness of the monitor function. We remark that the convergence analysis is made considering 
several smoothness assumptions on the equidistributed monitor function. In practical computations, 
this function is obtained using a numerical procedure as for instance the interpolation of its discrete 
values [2, 3, 141. 
2. The Euler implicit method of the Lagrangian type 
For each time t, t E [O,T], let A,(t) be a sequence of positive vectors h(t)=(hl(t),.. .,h~(t)) and 
h,,,(t) = max hi(t). 
i=l,...,N 
We define, for each time t, in [0, 11, a nonuniform grid Zh(t) by 
Zh(t) = {xi(t), i = 0,. . . ,N, xl(t) =xi-l(t) + h,(t), i = I,.. .,N, x0(t) = 0, xN(t) = 1). (3) 
Let Uh(t) be a grid function defined on Zh(t). In order to discretize the spatial derivatives we 
consider the following finite difference operators Lx(t), D,*(t) and D,(t), where D_Jt) and DC(t) 
are, respectively, the backward and centered finite difference operators and D,*(t) is defined by 
~,*whtXitt>) = Uh(Xi+l(t)) - Uh(Xi(t)) 
h+l/2(t) ’ 
(4) 
where hi+l/z(t) = i(hi+,(t) + hi(t)), i = 1,. . . ,N - 1. 
As we consider the nodes position xi as a function of time t, we consider the convection-diffusion 
equation in its Lagrangian form 
+ 
( 
al(xi(t>> + 2 
) 
~(4(tL t> + aO(xi(t)>u(xi(t),t>* 
Let Uh(t) be the semi-discrete approximation of u - solution of (1) 
following ordinary differential system: 
1 
$Uh(Xi(t)) =Lh(t)U~(Xi(t))~ i= l,...,N - 1, 
U&o(t)) = uO(t), &(%J(t)) = u’(t), t E (0, Tl, 
Uh(Xi(O)) = f(xi(O)), i=O,...,N, 
where 
(5) 
which is solution of the 
(6) 
Lh(t)Uh(Xi)=o,*(t>(a2(xi-l,2(t>)D-,(t>Uh(Xi(t))) + 
dxi 
al(xi(t>) + - Dc(t)Uh(xi(t)) 
dt > 
+ao(xi(t))Uh(xi(t))y i = 1,. . . ,N - 1. 
In order to present the full discrete scheme, let us define, in [0, T], the mesh points 
0 = to < t, < . . . < t,+-1 < t&f = T, (7) 
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witht,=t,_,+k,,, n=l,..., M,andletk,,,,,=max,,, ,,,,, M{kn}. As the spatial grid presents discrete 
levels, Z,J&) denotes the spatial grid {x:} with xlf = 0, x% = 1 and U; represents a grid function 
defined on Z,(t,). 
Integrating the Initial Boundary Value Problem (6) with the Implicit Euler method and replacing 
dxi/dt by 
xn+’ 1 - xi” 
k ’ n+l 
we obtain an Euler Implicit method of the Lagrangian type [ 141 defined by 
u$’ - u,l, 
k 
=L~+lU[~l, i= l,..., N- 1, n=O ,..., M- 1, 
n+l 
where Uf = (U&) is the full discrete solution, 
L;+‘ui”+l =O,*(tn+‘)(u~(x~-+:,~)Dx(tn+‘)u~+’) + ( xv+’ z k -xi” + a,(x;+‘) D&+,)u;+’ n+l 1 
+ao(x’+‘)Ulf’, i= l,..., N- 1, n=O ,..., M- 1, 
and U; is known for i=O, i=N and n=O. 
The algebraic system (8) can be written as 
q+’ = U,n + kh+lL;+lU;+l, n = 0 ,..., A4 - 1. 
The convergence of the solution of ( 10) is established using the following norm: 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
‘I2 
II”,“llfl = > (11) 
where Ul is a grid function taking value zero on the points x0” and xi. The defined norm is induced 
by the following inner product: 
where Ui, f$f are defined in Zh( t, ) and U,l, = yi = 0, i = 0, IV. 
3. The convergence result 
Let uh(tn+l ) and ,Yz+’ represent, respectively, the restriction of the solution u of (1) to the spatial 
grid {x~“} and the global error which is defined as the difference Ei+l = uh(tnfl ) - Ulfl. 
The global error verifies 
,;+I = E~+kn+,L~+‘Eh”+‘+k,,+,T~+‘, n=O ,..., M- 1, (12) 
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where Et = 0 and Ti is the following total truncation error: 
,;+I = k,,,, ;g kn+l a3u 
Yi ah r? a% 2 ab ____++__-+i-_--- 
n+l 2k;+, ax* 2kn+l ax*at 
i= l,..., It - 1, n = 1)“‘) M - 1. (13) 
where ri = xl” - x;, and the partial derivatives are evaluated on the point (xl+l, tn+l ). 
An usual restriction considered in practical implementations, see for instance [ 10, 11, 141, is the 
following: 
lril d Clk+l, (14) 
for all i, i= l,... , N - 1, and for some positive constant Ci. 
Using (14) we conclude that the previous truncation error is of first order. As we will see, this 
condition is a natural consequence of the usually followed regridding principle. 
In order to establish a convergence result to the full discrete solution, we prove now the main 
result of this section: a stability inequality. We will assume some smoothness on the discrete nodes 
movement. 
Theorem 1. Let us assume that the spatial grids {x:} and {xl”} are such that the following 
inequality is veri$ed: 
lri+l - ri\ d Kk,+l min{h$‘,hy+,}, (15) 
for some positive constant K. 
If u;+’ is a solution of (10) then there exists a positive constant ye depending from the coeficient 
functions ai, i = 0,1,2, such that Uz+’ verifies the following inequality: 
provided that k,,,, is such that (K + q)k,+, < 1. 
Proof. Multiplying both members of (10) by Ul+l we obtain 
IlU;+‘((;+, = (U;, U;+‘) + k,+,(L;+‘U;+‘, U;“). 
Let us prove that 
II Uhnlln+l G 6=Gll Uh”lln, 
and there exists a positive constant q verifying 
(L;+‘U;+l, U,““) < (K + q>llU;ll;+,. 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
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In order to establish (18) we consider the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (15). We obtain succes- 
sively 
llu;ll;+l = IIqlll; +‘g (ri+1 - ri); (5 - 5-l)(uh:j)2 
j=l 
d Ilu;ll~(l +&+1). 
Using summation by parts, (15) and assuming that the coefficient function u2 verifies (2), we 
have 
(L;+wh”fl, u/y”) d (-a; + Ef) fp_,(t,+l)u~J’)2 
+ 
- 
j=l 
where cl is an arbitrary constant (# 0). Let us consider s1 such that -ai + E: < 0 and let v be 
Considering the previous choice, from the last inequality, we get 
G w + r>ll uhn+l lli+1- 
Finally, applying (18) and ( 19) in ( 17), we obtain the stability inequality ( 16). 0 
Following [ 151 we can establish the convergence result to the total discrete approximation. 
Let 0; and f; be defined, respectively, by 
0;+1 = Uh(&) + k,+lL;+lO;+i, ?;+I = 0;+1 - Uh(tn+l). 
Then, the global error Ei+l is rewritten as 
E;+l =Qtn+l) - fi;+i + (ti[” - u;“). 
Thus, using stability inequality, we get 
lPhnfl IIn+1 d m pqJJn + pjy+y, 
1 - w + rlKz+1 
n=O,...,M- 1, 
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and so 
lPhn+‘Il~+l d 1 + 1 _ ;&+$ n=O,...,M - 1. (20) 
n+l 
We remark that 
?;” = k,,,, L;+’ f’;+’ - k,,,, T;+' , 
which implies, following the proof of stability inequality (16), the next estimate 
IIT;+ly.+I < kn+l 
1 - W + r)k+, 
IIT;+‘lln+,, n=O ,..., M - 1. (21) 
Finally, from (20) and (21) we conclude the following convergence result. 
Theorem 2. Let us assume that the spatial grid verifies (15). If k,,,, is such that (K + q)k,,+, < 1 
then the global en-or verifies 
n 
kj+l IIT’+’ ‘In+’  ,z 1 - (K + q)kj+, IIT;(lje%+‘-‘,), 
n=l ,...,M - 1, 
II-W G IITh’lll, 
where 9=(2K+q)/(l -(K+r)k,,,,,). ??
(22) 
As the total truncation error is of first order we conclude, from (22), that the global error is also 
of first order, that is, the Euler Implicit method of the Lagrangian type is convergent provided some 
restrictions are imposed on the nonrectangular grid (Eqs. (14) and (15)). 
4. Nonrectangular grids and equidistrihution 
Let us consider that the spatial grid is computed using the equidistribution principle. More pre- 
cisely, as we only know discrete values of the nodes xi(t), xf, n = 0,. . . ,M, the spatial grid is 
computed using the equality 
s 
x:-I 
M(o, t,) do = $ 
.I 
I 
M(a,t,)da, i=O ,..., N - 1. (23) 
x: 0 
Following the procedure introduced [6] it can be proven that if M(., .) is positive and this function 
and its partial derivative M, are bounded, respectively, away from zero and above, in [0, l] x [0, T], 
then the contribution to the total truncation error of the spatial discretization considered is of second 
order. 
Let us prove now that restriction (14), imposed in order to get convergence of the full discrete 
scheme, is a consequence of (23), provided that some restrictions are imposed to the monitor function 
M(., .). We observe that condition (14) was also considered in [lo, 11, 141. 
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Theorem 3. Let us assume that the spatial grids {xr}, {xj’+‘} are computed using (23). If Mt and 
A4 are bounded, respectively, above and away from zero on [0, I] x [0, T], then condition (14) is 
verljied. 
Proof. From (23), we have 
“+l 
-5 
J 
. 1 
0 
M( n, tn+l ) da = N’ 
J 
M(a, tn+t ) da, 
0 
J 4 
. 1 
0 
M(cr,t.)dc=+ 
J 
M( CT, t, ) do. 
0 
Using Taylor’s formula and replacing (25) in (24) we obtain 
“+I 
J 
3 4 
M(o, t,) do = 
J 
M(o, t,) da - k,r 
(.J 
; M,(a, tn + &k+i) do 
0 0 0 
$” 
+ J h&(a, tn + &kn+l ) do 7 0
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
where 8[ E (0, 1 ), e = 0,l. From (26) and using the mean value theorem we finally get 
IX;+’ - x:IM(5, t,) d k,, I’ M,(a, tn + &k,+, ) do + LX’+’ M,(o, G, + &kz,r ) doi 
with 5 =xy + e(xj’+’ - xi”), 6’ E (0, 1 ), which enable us to conclude 
]ril d Clk+r 
(27) 
for some positive constant Cr. 0 
The stability inequality ( 16) was obtained assuming condition ( 15), which is a consequence of 
the following two inequalities: 
]h;;; - &‘+,I < Kk,,+,h;,:‘, 
I&:; - h:+, ( < Kk+&+,, 
for some positive constant K. 
In order to deduce the above inequalities from the equidistribution principle we must assume an 
analogous condition to the one considered in the convergence analysis on rectangular grids. More 
precisely, let us assume that a positive constant C2 exists such that 
(28) 
for all 12. 
The following result enable us to conclude that the stability inequality is verified provided (28) 
is satisfied and some smoothness is assumed for the monitor function M(., .). 
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Theorem 4. Let us assume that condition (28) is verified and the spatial grids {xl”}, {$} are 
computed using (23). If the monitor function admits the partial derivatives M,, M,, and Mtt bounded 
above and Mis bounded away from zero in [0, l] x [0, T], then 
Ih;;,’ - h;+, 1 d Kk,,+lh;$‘, (29) 
Ih;,+: - h;+, I d Kk,+lh;+,, (30) 
for all i and for some positive constant K. 
Proof. Let F(x, t) be defined by F(x, t) = Jt M(o, t) do. From (23) and using Taylor’s formula we 
have 
F(x:,,,r,)-F(x:,t,)=~ 
I 
1 
M(a, tn > do, (31) 
0 
F(x$ tn+l) - F(x;+‘, tn+l) = $ 
I 
1 
M(o,t,,)da + % 
s 
1 
M,(a, tn + fAk,+l ) da, 
0 0 
where 19~ E (0,l). Replacing (3 1) in (32) we obtain 
F(x;;;, tn+l) - F(x;+,, tn) - F(x;+‘, tn+l) + F(x;, t,) = + /-’ M(o, t, + &k,+l) do. 
0 
(32) 
(33) 
Let us consider now the first part of (33). We have 
F(xF,+,‘,t,+l) -J’(x,“,,,t,)=M(xi”,+: - k,+l,tn)ri+l +fi($,+,‘,& + &k+l)k,+l, 
F(xl+‘, tn+l) - F(xr, t,) =M(x,“+* - 8,ri, t,)ri + F;(xn+',t,, + O&+l)k,+l, 
where 0l E (0, 1 ), L = 2, . . . ,5, and, as before, Yi+l = xy+i' - x:+~, ri = xl" - x:. 
Using (33)-(35) we obtain 
(34) 
(35) 
M($+, - &ri+I, t,)ri+l - M($’ - ddri, &Pi 
k ’ II+1 =- 
s N o 
Mt(o, t,, + &k,+l) da 
-kn+,(F,(x;,+,‘, tn + Mn+, > - fi(xi”+‘, 6, + &k,+, >I 
We also have 
(36) 
(37) 
and, from (23), 
1 -_= M(x;+’ + &C,‘, tn+l )hl+l 
N J;M(o,t.+l)do ‘+” 
(38) 
where et E (0, 1 ), 8 = 6,7,8. 
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Substituting (37), (38) in (36) we obtain 
J 
I 
= k,,,,h;,f: M,(o, trz + Q,kn+, ) da 
M(x;+’ + O,h;:,‘, tn+l) 
0 J; M(o,tn+l)da 
+ kn+l - h:,+:M(x;+’ + f&h;;;, t,, + &k,,+, ) 
and finally, from this equality and using (28), we easily get (29) provided that the restrictions 
imposed to the monitor function are verified. 
Following the same procedure as before we can prove (30). 0 
Remark 1. The previous results were established assuming the knowledge of a smooth monitor 
function M(., .). The most frequently used functions in practical computations are the arclength and 
the curvature depending, respectively, on ?& 2 which are unknown and so an approximation to 
M(., .) has been considered. 
Let us consider the procedure followed in moving grid algorithms, as for instance in [3, 141, 
in order to get the approximation to M(., .). Let us suppose that the integration has reached the 
nth time level and that with scheme (10) approximations U& to u(xl, t,,) have been computed on 
the grid points x1, i = 1 , . . . ,N - 1. Considering this approximation and attending that with a fixed 
spatial grid the centered finite difference spatial discretization is of second order, an approximations 
to u(xy,tn+,), i= l,..., N- 1, Q1, i= l,.. . ,N - 1, can be computed with this accuracy. Let A?(., .) 
be the monitor function obtained by interpolation using cubic splines and these approximations. 
We can assume, depending on the the degree of the spatial derivatives considered on the monitor 
function, that 
M(x, t) =&(x, t) + 0, 
where 0 is bounded or converges to zero as the spatial and temporal step-sizes go to zero, and 
A,?(x, t) is smooth enough. Considering this function on (23) for the computation of the grid points 
on the time level n + 1, we remark that the smoothness assumptions assumed for M(., .) are verified 
by A%(., .) and so, we conclude that in practical implementations the results established in this section 
are verified. 0 
Remark 2. The main problem in practical computations is the dominance of the monitor function 
on the estimation of the global error obtained from the convergence result - Theorem 2. In (22) the 
upper bound to this error, at time level n + 1, depends on the stability constant K and on the global 
truncation error. The value of this last error is determined by ri, hyf: - hl”. So, by Theorems 3 
and 4, the monitor function must be considered attending to the influence of this function on the 
constants Cr (Eq. (14)) and K (Eqs. (29), (30)). 0 
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5. Concluding remarks 
As we have mentioned before, the equidistribution of some positive monitor function, depending 
on the PDE’s solution, has been heuristically considered by some authors in the definition of the 
spatial grids. The computational tests presented in the numerical literature show that this procedure 
is efficient and gives very accurate results. 
In this paper we are concerned with the convergence study of a full discrete function which 
uses nonrectangular grids. We have proved in Theorem 1 a stability inequality. In the proof of this 
theorem, condition (15) plays a central role. Theorem 1 and condition (14) enable us to conclude 
that the scheme ( lo), defined on nonrectangular grid, is convergent. We observe that condition 
(14) is usually considered in some works concerning nonrectangular grids [ 11, 141 and it is a 
natural consequence of an equidistribution principle as we proved in Theorem 3. In Theorem 4 
we establish that if the spatial grid is computed using an equidistribution principle with a smooth 
monitor function then condition (15) is verified provided that condition (28) is satisfied. We note 
that this last condition is analogous to the one considered in the study of numerical methods based 
on rectangular grids. 
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